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Swedish Tire/Road Noise Research Part II
U. Sandberg, The National Road and Traf c Research Institute, Linköping

1 Introduction

The Swedish program for tire noise research was initiated in 1974. The ma-
jor part of it has been Sponsored by the National Swedish Board for Techni-
cal DevelOpment. For coordination of the program there is a reference
group in which representatives from the road, traf c and environmental
authorities take part as well as representatives of the Swedish vehicle and
tire industry.
The research and deveIOpment work has been done jointly by the private
consultant company IFM Akustikbyrån AB and the National Swedish
Road and Traf c Research Institute. In the following, the projects run by
the institute are described very roughly.

2 The importance of tire/road noise

A fundamental question is, of course: How important is tire/road noise,
related to toher vehicle noise components; i. e. power-train noise (engine,
fan, exhaust, transmission, etc .)?
First, the question was discussed in the litarture study of ref. [1], which
was the base upon which the initial projects were founded. There it was
concluded that tire/road noise generally was the dominating noise compo-

nent at constant Speeds of 50 km/h or higher for both light and heavy
vehicles.
Measurements in the project Tire noise as part of vehicle noise revealed
that tire/road noise was dominant for passenger cars even at lower cruising
speeds (ref. [2]). For most of the tested cars (1977 1978 models) this
was valid down to 20 km/h, provided the engine speed was not exceptionally
high. An illustration is given in gure 1 which concerns the most common
car in Sweden. This particular car rated at 80 dB (A) during our ISO DIS
362 test, but still tire/road noise (the thick curve) ist dominant for normal

cruising even at low Speeds. The thin curve represents the power-unit noise
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during a normal , non-stressed acceleration. For a moderately wet road
surface the tire/road noise is shown by the broken curve. For studded
winter tires on a dry road the noise levels would lie between the two tire/
road noise curves. The measurements were made on a smooth aSpahltic
concrete surface (max. chipping size 12 mm).
It can thus be seen that, if one would like to, it is possible to drive this

quite typical car comfortably without power-train noise being dominant at
Speeds above 20 km/h. This clearly illustrates the potential for traf c noise
reduction which is related to the driver.
Another example can be given. According to the new Nordic model for
prediction of road traffic noise, the traf c noise level in a given situation
was calculated to 60,6 dB (A)*. When only tire/road noise from these ve-
hicles was considered as the input emission data, the calculated level was
58,0 dB (A) on a dry road and using summer tires [3]. It is thus obvious
that very little traf c noise reduction can be achieved only by reducing
power-train noise (maximum reduction to 58,0 dB (A) if all power-train
noise is eliminated).
So, it can be concluded that, for cars, stricter noise emission limits controlled
by the ISO DIS 362 method will have practical effect only when heavy

accelerations are involved.
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Fig. 1: Noise level 7.5 m from a tested car as a function of speed. Thin

curve is power-train noise on different gears, thick curve is tire/road noise
on a dry road and broken curve tire/road noise on a moderately wet road

 

* (50 km/h, 12 000 vehicles/day, 10 % heavy vehicles, 50 m distance to road)
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3 Tire enclosures

In the project ,,The attenuation of tire noise emission by tire enclosing we
tested how much reduction was possible by enclosing the tires of a truck

(ref. [4]). Different types of enclosures were tested, and it was found that a

maximum reduction (insertion loss) of 8 dB (A) at 70 km/h was obtainable.

Attenuation Road surface: Rolled aSphalt (dry)
[dB(A)] Texture: Medium"
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Fig. 2: Noise attenuation (insertion loss) for the tested enclosures when

mounted on a two-axle truck.

Left bar: Attenuation measured in equivalent level(Leq) during a coast by.

Right bar: Attenuation measured in maximum level (Lmax) during a
coast-by.

Solid lines: Vehicle speed 70 km/h
Dotted lines: Vehicle speed 50 km/h

 
road. Lower clearances were obtained by exible rubber sheets extending

downwards
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Then, however, the clearance to the road was 50 or 100 mm and the enclo-

sures were partly covered inside by sound absorbers (mineral wool) which is

not practical.
For more practical designs, reductions of 3 4 dB (A) were obtained (See

fig. 2 and 3). A reduction of 3 4 dB (A) is not very impressing; however,
the design of 200 mm road clearance and no sound absorbent is not too
impractical and a correSponding effect can be dif cult to achieve in another
way. An interesting feature was that the reduction of tread frequencies was
higher than the overall gures show.

4 Characterization of road surfaces with respect to tire noise
generation

4.1 General

When considering the present range of road surfaces and car tires it is
found that, generally, the road surface is a more important factor than

the tire concerning in uence on tire/road noise. For truck tires the road
surface in uence is a little less radical and the tire type range is wider,
which makes the contrary statement true. In total, however, the in uence
on traf c noise of road surface construction appears to be as important as
tire construction. This will lead to the following conclusions:

The road engineers have a responsibility for traf c noise as well as the tire
engineers.
If the road surface in uence on tire/road measurements cannot be

controlled or described, meaningful comparisons of different tire noise
measurements cannot be made! In order to defeat this, it is necessary
to have methods to describe or characterize the road surface to control
that its characteristics are invariable or reproduceable.
With lack of reproduceability, no limits for acceptable tire/road noise
can be set and no demands can be put on manufacturers.
Knowledge about the relation between road surface characteristics and
tire/road noise emission is necessary when new, low-noise pavements
should be constructed.
It is necessary to know the road characteristics for understanding the
noise generation process.

4.2 Characterization methods

Within the road characterization program, methods for characterization of

the important road parameters have been deveIOped (ref [5]):
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ig. 4: The mobile laser profilometer for measurement of road macrotex-
ure. It is mounted in a vibration suspension frame on the rear tow-hook
of a car. A rubber flap provides stone throw and water splash protection



A contactless, mobile laser pro lometer is used for measuring macrotex-
ture. The pro le curve is frequency analyzed to obtain its spectrum in
terms of amplitude (texture height) versus texture wavelength.
A simple water out ow meter measures drainage prOperties.
A loudSpeaker-micmphone system placed on the road surface measures
the sound prOpagation in relation to a perfectly re ecting surface (reacts
to sound absorption of the surface).

Additionally, methods for measuring tire/road friction and mechanical
stiffness have been used.
It has been found (ref [6]) that the measurement of drainage prOperties
of the road surface can be quite well replaced by ne-scale texture measure-
ment by the pro lometer technique. The sound prOpagation measurements
are necessary only on some Special surfaces. Therefore, the present status
suggests that in most circumstances the pro lometer measurements are

suf cient to characterize the surfaces. These measurements can be made
very fast by the new Swedish mobile pro lometer. See g. 4. It is capable
of measuring the macrotexture pro le (wavelengths 2 1000 mm) at
36 km/h vehicle speed or even at 70 90 km/h, if a lower limit of 5 mm
wavelength is accepted.

4.3 Noise generating mechanisms

When analyzing the noise and road surface data obtained in this project,
interesting information about the generating mechanisms came out. For
example, it is shown in ref. [8] that there are well correlating similarities.
between road texture Spectra and tire/road noise Spectra up to about
1 000 Hz if differentials are considered. In ref. [5] it is Shown that the drai-
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of texture wavelength and noise frequency. A tire with winter tread pattern

was used.
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nage properties are well correlated with noise in the range 2 5 kHz. In ref.
[6] it is shown that there is no signi cant correlation between low and high
frequency noise, and a special correlation technique is used to illustrate
the correlation between road texture at different wavelengths and noise
at different frequencies (See g. 5).
It can be seen that texture and noise are highly correlated in two regions.
For low frequencies there is a high positive correlation with texture at
long or medium wavelengths, while there is a negative correlation between
high-frequency noise and short-wavelength texture. The latter is probably
closely related to drainage, or short-circuiting of air pressure build-up.
Some researchers have found correlations between tire noise overall levels
and skid resistance (friction) both positive and negative while others
have found a zero correlation. In the work at our institute we have found
that some frictional and textural characteristics are closely related, and
this might explain why the above mentioned contradictions have occurred.
The friction-to-noise relations might in fact be traced to the texture-to-noise
relations.
Our data indicate that there is no con ict between requirements for low
noise and high friction, except perhaps for the low-frequency part of the
noise and high-Speed friction.
It has also been noticed that the age of the pavements and binder type has
a signi cant in uence on noise. These two ,,variables are important factors
for the stiffness of the pavement and it is thus thought that either noise
is in uenced by the mechanical impedance matching between tire and
road, or noise is pr0pagated in the pavement and radiated from it (ref [7]).
In summary, it is concluded for car tires:

There are two independent generating mechanisms
At low frequencies: Texture-induced radial vibrations
At high frequencies: A mechanism involving air pumping or an air
resonant process. It is possible that it is excited by tire/road friction
or adhesion forces.

The crossover frequency is around 800 1 000 Hz.
The two mechanisms happen to give fairly equal contributions to the
A-weighted levels (ref [6]).
Sound absorption in some textures in uences noise emission.

- Pavement stiffness might in uence noise emission.

4.4 Low-noise pavement

Some guidelines for construction oflow-noise pavements have been obtained
from the results:

- The large-scale macrotexture should be small (wave-lengths > 10 mm).

The ne-scale macrotexture should be rough (wavelengths < 10 mm).
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Fig. 6: Tire noise (third-octave bands) on two common pavements compa-

red to pavement OGEAM. 90 km/h. Volvo 142 (1972) with Firestone Sl

Cavallino 165 SR 15 tires

- Closed pockets or arti cial grooves should be avoided.
Sound absorption should be favoured, e. g. by the use of drainage pave-
ments.

Additionally, there are evidences that the mechanical stiffness should not be
too high.
Efforts were made to nd low-noise pavements which already had demon-
strated their usefulness in other reSpects. Two pavements with considerably
lower tire/road noise emission than the conventional dense aSphaltic con-
crete type were found. One appeared to give a reduction of approximately 5
dB (A), (see g. 6, type OGEAM) and another gave a reduction of 34
dB (A). (Ref. [9], [10]).

5 Cooperation with CRR, Belgium

Somewhat related to and integrated with the previously described project
the work is done in cooperation with Dr. Descornet, Centre de Recherches
Routieres in Belgium. Originally, a lot of road and noise data were collected
independently and analyzed in similar projects both in Belgium and Sweden.
It was decided to work out common methods of analysis and compare the
data. Certain additional measurements were also made. The results are
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presented in ref. [6], where it can be seen that the results were compatible
between the Belgian and Swedish data (See also g. 5 above).
At present, work is going on to Specify the characteristics of standardized

road surfaces for tire noise measurements (ref. [11]). The characteristics, in
terms of macrotexture, for two road surfaces are speci ed as a rst proposal.
One has a rough texture and the other is quite smooth.
If this pr0posal is used, noise measurements on tires or on cruising vehicles
will for the rst time be possible to compare quantitatively, as the road
surface in uence is controlled.

6 Test trailer for tire noise measurements

A trailer for measurement of noise emission from truck tires has been
built. (See g. 7). It can be towed via a 10 m beam by a conventional truck
at Speeds up to 90 km/h. The load on the test tire can be anything between
900 and 3 200 kg (9 32 kN). Only the left-side tire is tested; the right-side
tire has a smooth tread to minimize its noise emission. A micr0phone is
located at 1 m or 0.5 m outside the test tire, 0.1 0.2 m above the ground.
To record, and compensate for, the directional characteristics of the tire the

micrOphone is planned to be swept in a semi-circle around the tire. With
this micrOphone position and by using low-noise tires on the towing vehicle,
the signal/noise ratio is designed to be at least 6 dB (noise increases the
,,true value by max. 1 dB).
Truck tires often emit noise including noticeable tonal components. These
are more annoying than indicated by the overall A-weighted level, but
cannot be apprOpriately measured by the conventional coast-by technique
due to the DOppler-effect which makes narrow-band spectral analysis
uncertain.
The trailer technique combines some of the advantages of the coast-by
eld measurement procedure and the laboratory drum technique, e. g.:

Both 1/3 octave and narrow band Spectral analysis are possible
A single tire is tested
Directional characteristics are measurable
Long time recordings are possible, which enhances the accuracy
Well-de ned acoustic surroundings (in contrast to many drum enviro-
ments).
Measurements on real road pavements
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 Fig. 7: The test trailer and its towing vehicle

7 Noise emission of truck tires

The test trailer is intended to be used in a project named Noise emission of
truck tires . In this project it is planned to test a representative sample of
tires in Sweden, maybe some 30 different brands/types, to obtain a classi-
cation of them concerning noise level, Spectral characteristics (incl. tonal
components) and directional characteristics. A result will be a data base
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where one can choose or avoid tires which are favourable or unfavourable
concerning noise emission.

Today, this is interesting to use when noise emission from low-noise ve-
hicles, such as those for demonstration purposes, must be minimized. Con-
ventional trucks run at highway Speeds sometimes have very annoying
tire noise emission (tire noise generally dominates) and it is desirable that
the manufacturers and users consider this aspect seriously.
In Swedish cities, low-noise city buses have been used for several years.
They emit around 77 dB (A) in the ISO DIS 362 test and the tires must
then be chosen to enable this low noise emission even in the ISO accele-
ration test.

In fact, this is aproblem manufacturers have to face when the new 80 dB (A)
emission limit is enforced in some years. The prototype target must then be
77 78 dB (A). At the Speed of ca 55 km/h, which is the speed reached in
the ISO test when the initial Speed is 50 km/h, tire/road noise for an un-
laden truck or bus is about 73 75 dB (A) when rib tires are used on a
smooth asphaltic concrete surface*. It means that tire/road noise might
well be the dominant noise component on a truck or bus even in the acce-
leration test. The tires will have to be selected with reSpect to noise, and
then a comparative study of truck tire noise emission will be useful.
An attractive feature of this project is that its impact might be relatively
fast (tires are exchanged frequently) and the extra cost for using existing
low-emission tires may be nil, or very small.

8 International cooperation

Stricter vehicle noise emission limits for the latter part of this decade have

been pr0posed by several countries, among others Germany and the Nordic

countries. The Swedish government has stated that Sweden should work

actively for these new limits, although they should be introduced interna-

tionally.
It is quite obvious that, to gain maximum benefit from reduced power train

noise, also tire/road noise must be reduced. The latter problem is not a

national one, it is similar in each country although it might be worse in

those countries where there is a lot of high-speed traf c in densely p0pu-

lated areas, noisy road surfaces (grooved concrete, rough surface dressings,

paving stones, etc.), frequent wet weather or where use of snows tires

or studded tires is common.

 

* With no Specification of neither tire nor road surface, this is of course a quite

rough estimation.
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The Swedish tire noise reference group has realized that this problem must
be tackled internationally and decided to encourage international coOpera-
tion and information exchange. This was, for example, demonstrated by the
arrangement of the International Tire Noise Conference in Stockholm 1979.
The tire/road noise problem seems to be ,,nobody s business . But, prima-
rily, it is the reSponsibility of road authorities, vehicle manufacturers, tire
manufacturers and vehicle users. Because of this lack of overall reSponsibi-
lity and the complexity of the problem, little has been accomplished con-
cerning practical tire noise reduction during the past years. In fact, exclu-
ding the improvement due to randomization of tire treads, there are several
factors in the present and past development that indicate that tire/road
noise may actually have increased its relative importance.
A governmetal action to show that it is possible to reduce this noise with-
out appreciable disadvantages to safety or economy seems necessary as a
rst step.
Due to, among other things, the British and American cut down in noise
research, Germany and Sweden at present appear to be quite alone with
major federal or governmental tire/road noise projects. With that in mind,
it is even more important that bi- or multilateral actions are made and
coordinated to obtain the optimum outcome and impact of our efforts.
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